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CALCULATION OF THE LATERAL CONTROL OF SWEPT AND UNSWEPT FLEXIBLE “
WINGS OF ARBITRARY STIFFNESS ‘

By FitAX-- ‘W.DIEDERICH

SUMMARY

.4 method 8irnila.r to that of .J’.4CA Rep. 1000 i8 presented
for calculating the e~ectiwne88 and the rerer8al speed of lateraL
con.tro~de-rice8 on sw?e$t and unwept un-nggof wbitmry 8tijf-
ne88. %&ion is made for +~ing 6ith6r sti3n@88 cUrve8 and
root-rotti”on con8tanti or structural injknce coejicient8 in the
anafyti8. (Imputing forms and a-n illustmtire example am
included to facilitate calculations by means of the method.

The e~ectirenes8 of conventional aileron conj@.ration8 and
the margin agm%8t aileron rerer8a~ are 8hown to be rek.ticely
[w! for mcept uw.ng8at all 8peed8 and for af[ w“ng p[an forms
at supersonic .qeeds.

INTRODL-C!ITON

Adequate Iateral control constitutes one of the more
significant design requirements for airpkmes. The ability
of the airplane to enter a roII is determined by the control
pow-er ancl is measured by the mkmum wm.ilable rolling
moment resulting from Iateral-control deflection- A meas-
ure of the degree of lateral maneu~era.bility is the helix
angle at the wing tips corresponding to the highest rate of
roII; the Iateral maneuverability depends both on the cantrol
power and the damping in roll.

The control power and the damping in rolI are affected
by structural fktibility. ControI deflection ordinarily gins
rise to aerod-ynamic Ioa.ds which tend to deform the wing
structure in such a way as to reduce the loads on it and tins
to reduce the controI power. If the dynamic pressure of
the air stream is suf6cientIy high, the amount of Lift which
results from the structural clefonnation may be sufficient to
nullify the effect of the controI deflection. The speed and
dynamic pressure corresponding to this condition are known
as the deron reversxd speed or rwer%l cl.yuamic pressure,
since at a slightIy higher d.wa.mic pressme a control defect-
ion in a given direction riould result in a rolling moment
in a direction opposite to that of the moment on a similar
rigid wing.

The present report is concerned with an analysis of these
problems for swept and unswept wings of arbitrary stiflneas.
The method is based on the rmaIysi= of loading of flexible
wings presented in reference 1. Since suitable aerodynamic
influence coefficients are not yet amdable for antis~etric

Iift distributions, aerodynamic-induction effects on the lift
distribution are taken into account onIy as an over-all
correct-ion and as a sIight reduction of the load at the tip,
as in reference 1. The method is formulated in such a .-
manner, hovre-rer, that- wrodyna.mic influence coefficients
may easily be included as soon as they become available.

The numerical analysis required in any given practical “”: ‘“
case constitutes m extension of the calculations outlined in “””
reference 1. The computing forms for the additional calcu- ~~
lations required for an analysis of M eral-contil effectiw+
ness or reversal are incIuded in the present- report. Their
use is described in the section entitIed “Application of the --
Method,” -rrhich may be read without reference to the
derivation of the method. The material presented in refer-
ence 1 which is pertinent to the present analysis is included
herein. & m esampIe illustrating the method, the Meral-” - —
controI effectiveness and reversal of the wing considered in –
reference 1 are analyzed in this report. ‘!l?here-wrsal speeds =
of se~eral * derived from tl& W@ by shifting the
ektic axis and rotating the wing are calculated to demon-
stmte some general effects of sweep on the aileron re-rersaI “_
speed.
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SYMBOLS ,.

aspect ratio (F/S)
aeroelastic matrices defied by equations (’i)

and (10)
wdiary aeroelastk matrices defined by

equations (8) rmd (llj
aileron-reversal matrix clefhed by equation (18)
section aerod~amic center, measured from _

Ieading edge, fiaotion of chord
wing span, inches
w-Q span less fusehige width, inches —
chord measured pauillel to the air stream,

inches
average wing chord, inches (S’/6). - —
section lift coefficient (1/gc) ●

section Lift-cnrre slope, per radkm
section pitding-moment coefficient referqed _

to quarter-chord point.

wing Mt-cm-re slope, per radian
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efhwtive lift-curve alope for twist dishibu-
tions, per radian

(
Rolling moment

rolling-moment coefficient otlb )
matrix converting torques &e b “distributed

loads to torques due to Cuncentmted torques
matrix converting bending moments due to

distributed loads to bending moments due
to concentrated loads

section c~nter of pressure due to aileron de-
flection measured horn leading edge of
chord, fraction of chord

bending stfiness in planes pmpendicular to
the elastic axis, pound-inches 2

location of eIastic axis measured from leading
edge, fraction of chord

dimensionless distance along chord from
reference axis to section aerod~mamic center
(e–a)

dimensionless distance along chord from
refererux axis to section center of pressure
due to aileron deflection (cpd– e)

factor proportional to the rolling-moment
coefficient due to aileron deflection defined
by equation (16)

torsional stiffness in planes perpendicular to
the elastic axis, pound-inches 2

integrating matrico9 for single integration from
Lip to root

integrating matrices for doubIe integration
from tip to root

first rows of matrices [1’] and [11’], respectively
integrating matrix deijned by equatio?~ (14)
dimensionless parameter

(((?-~, b’/2
(El), e,, c, COS2A‘allA)

wing lift-curve-slope ratio (CLJCLa)

running air load per unit length perpendicular
to the plame of symmetry, pomds per ‘bell

free-stream 31ach number

wing-tip helix a.ngIe

root-twist constants
dynamic pressure, pounds pcr square inch
dimensionless dynamic pressure

(

CL=q(b’/2]2elr C: CQsA

(GJ), )

reduced dynamic pressure
(c’.’ %,)

dimensiordess dynamic. pressure
C=a q(b’/2)Sc, tan A .

( (m), Cos A )
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Subscripts:
c/2

;
i
o

P
R
RO
r
rw
sub
Spr
w

6

total wing area including part of wing covered
by fuselage, square inches

trace of matrix [A#
running torque due to air load about nxcs

perpemlicuhw to the plane of symmetry,
inch-pounds per inch

fuselage width, inches ,
distance between the offcctivo root and the

innermost complete section of the torsion box
perpemlicuhw to the elastic axis, inches

Iateral ordinato memured from phme of
symmetry, inches

angle of attack due to structural deformation
radians

angje of attack equivalent to unit aileron

aileron deflec~ion m&&red in planes parallel
to the direction of flight, radians

moment-amn ratio (eJel)
lateral dist ante from wing root, inches
angle of sweepback (measured to the refercncc

axis unlees specified otherwise), dcgrcos
influencc+oefllcie.nt matrix for wing twist i[l

planes parallel to the air stream duo to
concentrated unit loads applied at tho
reference a..is, radians pm pound

infiuence-cdicient matrix for wing twist in
planes paralleI to the air stream due to cou-
cent,ratcd unit torques applied in plrmes
parallel to the air stream, radians p(w inrh-
pound

midchord
divergence
flexible wing
inboard end of aileron
outboard end of aihmou
damping in roll
reversal
reversaI of unswept wing
at root or ellective root
ri@d wing
subsonic
supersonic
wing qxclusive of fuscda.ge

due to (uniL) aileron deflection
Matrix notation:

{} ““ column matrix

11 row matrix

[1 square matrix

11 diagonal matrix
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[ 1“

~11

[1,’] =

double tramspom of a matrix: fit about the
principal diagonal, then about the other
diagonal

unit matris

‘0000. .
1000. .
1000. .
1000. .
1000. .
. . . . . .

. . . . . . .1
DERIVATION OF THE METHOD

ASSUMPTIONS

The assumptions made in reference 1are that all deforma-
tions and -angles of attack are small and that the wing
deformations either are knowm in the form of structural in-
fluence coefficients or can be calculated from simple beam
theory in conjunction with rotations of a flexible root. In
addition the assumption is made in the present report that
the angle between the aileron and the wing is constant along
the span of the aileron and that, in the absence of suit-able
aerodynamic c influence coeflicimts, aercdastic effects due to
zileron deflection can be calculated on the basis of a modfied
strip theo~.

MSLOADS

The lift on a wing section of unit width paraUeI to the
direction of flight maybe expressed in terms of the Ioading
co&cient ccJc, as

H{J}=gcr : (1)

wingat zero angle of attack with ailerons
may be considered to consist of two parts:

In t-he case of a
deflected the lift .
one due to structural deformation and one due to aileron
deflection. The Ioading coefficients for these two parts are
best. treated separately.

The part of the lift due to the antisymmetric structural
twist can be writ-ten in terms of the local values of twist as

{;
}

=CL=[Q=I{a,} (2)

in terms of suitable antis-~etric aerod~wnic influence
coefficients [Q=]. Since no such coefficients are available ai.
present., moMed strip theory maybe used, as in reference 1,
withsome saving in labor but at some sacrifice in accumcy.
With this modiEed strip theory

{:}=cLMM

(3)

UMswEPT ~LE WIN(3S OF ARBITRARY STIFFSESS ~lti

w-hem for subsonic speeds the approximate value of effective
lift-curve slope CL==may be obtained from the equation

A COSA
C%e=cL A+~ co= ~ “-

and for supersonic speeds,

Cl=being we ~t+~ve dope of the section perpendicular to

the quarter-ohord line at a Mach number equaI to .WOcm A.
The lift due to aikon deflection should be calculated by

a fairly accurate method (see references 2 and 3). This Iift .
distribution may be expressed as

()
-

— are the values of c1 calculated~here the coefficients c:

for a unit effective aderon~e~ection adi and divided by dL=,.

The combined Iift due to twist and akon deflection is --
then

The torque per unit width of span is the product of the Iift
per unit width and the Iocal moment mm. For tho lift _.
due to tw-ist the moment arm is e,c; for the lift due to aileron __
deflection the moment arm is —e~c. (See *. 1.) Conse-
quently, the torque may be written as

.

where c is the ratio of the moment arn+s eJel.

THE AEROiLASTIC EQUATION

Method employing stifness cnrves.-The lifts and
torques per unit width given in the preceding section can
be integrated to obtain bending moments and accumdated -”-
torques about axes perpendicular and paralIel to the plane
of symmetiy and, hence, about axes perpendicular and
parallel to the elastic asis. Integration of these torques
and moments yiekla the twists and local dihedrals, ,which
can be combined to yield the desired single ef attack due to
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FIGUBEI.—DcffnItionof geometricalparametersusedin thesnalYsi.%

structural deform~tion a,. (See reference I.) The result-
ing equation is

(6)

where K, the ratio of tho effective to the actual wing Iift-
curve sIopc, is

A+2 COS~
‘=A+4 cosh

for subsonic flow and hm a vahle of 1 for supersonic flow,
q* is the dimensionless dynamic pressure, [A] is the aero-
ehwtic matrix defhled in reference 1 (for subsonic flow) as

(7)

and [~] is an .auxi]iary aeroclastic matrix clefined (for sub-
sonic flow) by

(8)

For supersonic flow’, matrices [U ancl””[kfl are used instead
of matrices [1’] and [11’], providecl that the decrease in lift

at the tip is known; othenrise, nmtrires [1’] all[l [11’] may
be used in supersonic flow also as a ftiir approximation.

Method employing structural influence coefficients.- --If
the rmgle-of-attack changes due to unit. rotmmtratcd normal
loads and torques [@P] and [~=] have bwn Mwmimd iu
static h%ts of the actual structure or wdru]tited by a mrthwl
such as that of reference 4, thvy may t)c used in an awo-
elastic analysis in the manner indicated in referencr 1. Tlw
pertinent aeroelastic. equation for the later~l-contml problmn
is

(’J)
—

where [At] is the aeroelmt ic ma.tris (IcfjIKI(iin rcfpr~l~cl! 1 &

[~t] is an nusilimy aeroelytjc matrix clefimd by . ..-

qf is tk reduced dynamic pressure ck$med by

qf=CLaq; c,

and the load-conversion matrices [C’a’]and [P,’] nre dcfhlrd
and given in reference 1.

SOLUTrOTi OF THE AEROE1,A,WICEQUATION

Gdculation of the control effectiveness,-The amo-
clynamic loading corresponding to a given ltileron Mcction
at a given dynamic pressure can be obt ainc(I l)y writing
equa tion (6) or equation (9) in the form

H[[11–frQ”[A]]{a.} =–.q”qa[~ ~;~. (12)
a, 8

Once the ~ight-hand side of equation (12) is evaluated il may
be regqle.d as a set of knowns ~~hich in conjunction with
the coefficients of the matrix [Ill —Kg*[A]] pwmits n solIIl ion
for the, unknowns {c+}. The loading corrospomling to
{a, } may then be obtaind from equation (4) and hcnm the
net rolhng moment clue to nileron dcflwthm aml 1he rcwlt-
ing wing c?eformat ions:

()
b’ ‘]ll’.]{l}Rolling moment.=2 ~ (13)

vihere

[ll’.] =[11’,] +8 [1’1] (14)

As indicated in reference 1, tlw solution of the set of sinlul-
taneous equations represented by equation (12) may bc
carried out. by any conventional method of solving sin~ul-
taneous equa tions or by nn it erat ion proccdmw, ilM ~l~~jcc
~f method clepending primnriIy on the pr~fwencc
:omputer.

Calculation of the aileron reversal speed,—The
reversal “weed can be obtained by ctdculnting the
mometit.””due to ail&on deflect.ion~ as indicated

of lhc

ailcron
rolling
in the
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preceding paragraph, and plotting it against the speed or
dynamic pressure. The due or values of the speed or
d-ynamic pressure for which the roILing moment is zero
constitute the aileron revered speeds or dynamic preemres.
However, a more direct procedure, simiIar to that used to
fid the divergence speed in reference 1, can be deri-vecl as
follows.

{1The term W? & in equation (12) can be expressed in
a’ 6

terms of {a, } by means of equations (4) and (13) since at the
aileron-reversal condition the rolling moment is equal to
zero. Hence,

or

{1Multiplying both sides of this equation by & yields
Ue 6

(16)

Substitution of equation (15) in equation (12) yields

{a,}= Kg*[A~{ a,} (17)

where the aileron-re-rersaI matrix [A=] is defied by

The due of the dimensionless dyntic presmre Kq* at re-
-rersal can be found by iterating equation (1’7) or by eqxmd-
ing the determinant of the matrix [111—K~*[A4a] and setting
t-he resulting pol.ynomifd in Kq* equal to O, as described in
reference 1.

APPLICATION OF THE METHOD

SELECTION OF THE PARAMETERS

The geometric and structural parameters used in the ml-
crdation of the lat.eraI-contzoI effectiveness and reIated aero-
elastic properties of a -wing are the smne as those used in the
calculations of the aerod~wnic loading described in reference
1. If the root-rotation constants are different for symmetiic
and antiypmmetric loadings, those for antisymmetric Ioadings
shouId be used for wdculating the [A] matrix used in this
report. %miMy, the section lift-curve slope, _rr@ lift-curve
slopes, and local. aerodpamic-center ~ahms are chosen for
the Mach number of inte~t, as described in reference 1,
except for the calculation- of the ailexon reversal speecl, as
discussed in the section entitled” Calculation of the &Ieron
Reversal Speed.”

21M13i—59—2S

UNSWEPT FLESISLJ3 TVJXQiOF KSB ITRARY STIFE%’ESSAl ~.—.—

The -rakes of E* and cpa are best obtained from experi-
mental section data at the appropriate Mach nnmberMO cos A.
These -rahws, m terms of commonly avaiIabIe qnant ities, are

.—

and
dc mdd

da
Gp6=0.25— —

dq
da .- -

Theoretical thin-airfoiI values of these parameters me given
in figure 2 for subsonic and supersonic speeds. Insufficient
information exists at present to permit tm accurate correction
of these data for finite-span effects in all cases. In a quali-
tative sense, the section whe of m is knomn to be a useful
approximation to the actual value required in the calculations
of this report, except for wings of ~er~ low aspect ratio, for
which the value of ai tends to be somewhat larger thsn the .
section due.

, The -ralues of cpt on a ~ tend to be further rearward “”
than the -dues obtained horn” section data at subsonic
speeds. The finite-span mdues may be-estimated by calcu-
Iating lift. distributions for a given aileron deflection both by ,
unmodified strip theory anc[ by a rational f@ite*pan method,
such as that of reference 2 or of reference’3; “if the local Iift
given by strip theory is assumed to act at the section value of _
cp~, amd if the difference in the Iifts given by the two theories
ia assumed to act at. the Iocal aerodpmmic center, the chord-
wise location of the remihant of these two forces may be
considered to be the three-dimensional -due of cp~. On the
basis of this approximation es= —el at all points on the ting
not covered by the aileron.

—
A#eron chord rotti,C=~c

FIGURE2.—Tlwretio3ltMn-oMU vmluesof theMeronformrmoroekrs.
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.{ 1The values of & required in this report may also be
U* a

obtained for subsonic speeds by the met,hds of references
z or 3 by calculating spamvise Iift distributions in the form

~ for ad= 1 and muhiplying the restits by &. A
U*

simpler buL Ices accurate way of estimating these values
consists in using the modified strip theory, which is also used
in this report for tho calculation of the”lift due @ structural

deformations, ,until suitable aerodwamic influence coeffi-
cients are availabIe. This approximation implies that the

{1
elements of & * are () for stations not covered by the

an
aileron and I for stations covered by the. aileron. However,
in order to take into account the location of the inboard and
outboard ext.remitiea of the aileron with the reIat,ively few
stations used. in the analysis, equivalent values of L@ have
to be used. These values, referred to as equivalent 6 values,

are giren in figure 3. Thy are intended to give a rounded-

{}
off distribution of $ ~ which has approximately the

ae
same area and the same moment about the root as the
unmodified strip-theory distribution. The equivalent tl
values of figure 3 pertain to actuaI values of aa~ equal to 1;
they apply to ailercms which extend from ~ to the tip but

can be combined to apply to any aileron configuration.
SeveraI examples are liskd in the following table for the sLs-
point method, the valuw of ad being 1 and the equivalent

values being read from figure 3(a) as 0.716 for fi-O.55

and as 0“293 ‘or -&=o”95 :

-Eiil=!ti”“
~.
b1f2

I

1.m

I

LW
I

.0a
I

1.al
I

.6a
>.

{}
~, ,accordingto modldedstrip thwy

+’
CSS91 Cw 2 Ca$?8 .csE+4 C8S25.

. —

o 0 0 0, 1 1 ‘“
.:i”..

.m o 0 0 1,..

.40 0 0 0 ...1

.eQ .n6 o .716 i :;ti >

T 1 0 1 “i o-

.

The values of case 3 are obtained from thoso of cases 1 and
2 and the values for case 5, from the ones of cases 1 and 4.

CALCULATION OF THE MATRICZS

A brief introduction to matrix methods is giwm itl t lW
appendix of reference 1; a fuller trest.ment is given iu rcfcrn.
ence 5. The numerical constants required in the method of
this report arc given iu reference 1 and in [be prwwnt rupmt
for 6-point and 10-~int solutions. The elements of thc
matrices [11 and [1’] are given in table 1 and those of the
mat-rices [14 and [11’], in table II. The matrix [Zl” is
essentially the double transpose of the m~trix [1] and its
elements are given in table 111. If the structural infiuwwc-
coefficient method is used, the required mn t rires [P*’] and
[C(] maybe obtained from reference 1.

The matrix [~] is calculated as described in refcrcnec ‘l-
and, if desired, by means of tho computing forms given in
reference 1. The steps in the computation may h suln-
marized as folIows:

I step I Okratfon I

-+$=+
H-= “
I @I I

. ...

.

:.

H-++ ‘-- .

I b I [Al-[@]-[@] I

where tfie notation [~], for instance, refers to the matrix
calculated in step 7. For supersonic speeds four additional
steps me required:

1 ----

I .
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To proceed with the calculation of lateral control and of
the aiIeron reversal speed, the auxiliary aeroelastic and the
aileron-reversal matrices are then calculated as shown in
table IV; the numbering of the steps indicated in the upper
left corner of each block is a continuation of the numbering
of the steps required to calctdate the matrix [A]. The
mmilia~ aeroelastic matrix is obtainod in step 15 and the
deron-reversal matrix, in step 20. The value ‘of g required

11instep 16 is obtained by postmultiplying the row [ll’.] ~

obtained in the stop immediately above step 10 by the

{1
Cohmln * “ On the other hand, the square matrix of

step 18 is o~ta*ined by premultiplying the row matrix [@J,

11which is the same row matrk [11’0] ~~ multiplied by ~~

{1
by the column & .

A separata set ~; Llculations from step 14 to step 20,
inclusive, has to be perfowed for subsonic and supersonic
speeds; tho steps for supersonic speeds can be labeIed steps
14a to 2C?ato follow the pattern set in reference 1. For a
10-point solution, forms simiki.r to those of. table IV can
easily be drawn up. For the influence-coefficient method a
set of computing instructions and computing forms can be
based on equations (10) and (11) in the same way as the
instructions and forms discussed in this section are based on
equations (7), (8), and (18).

Spc.cial cases arise when any or all of the values of e, or of
ez are zero. If only el, is zero, the vahe of el at some other
point cam be used as a reference throughout the analysis and
the parameter q* can be redefhxl accordingly. The first
column of the matrix [@] is calculated in this case by multi-
plying the first column of the matrix [@] [1’] by the ratio of
the valua e% to the reference value of el. SimiIarly, if some
other vrdue of el is iero, say the nth along the. span, el, is
used as a reference but the nth column of [@] is calculated
by muhiplying the nth cohmm of the matrix [~] ~] by

()

esm ~= z
——
el~ c,

, where eZBand c~ are the values of ez and c at the

nth station.
If el is zero along the entire span, some of the computing

instructions given in this report, aa well as the ones given in
reference 1, must be modified somewhat. In tabIe VI (a)

‘f ‘efe’’enw ‘ ‘be ~a’’’’l:(:ncanbe‘ntered‘n‘e
space provided for the l~(~~lmatrix. Some of the in-

structions of table VI(b) o; reference 1 and tabIe IV of this
report are then modified as follows:

Step 6

step 9
(EI), . w, Q.M
~, ~ tan A ‘1”]

step 10

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

step 11 As is

Step 12 omit

Step”13 “ [A],,. o=[@] [Q]

Step 15 IA]= [@l–[@l

MI other instructions are unaffected.
If q is zero along the span, table IV of this report may be

modified as follows:

Step 15 Ml=[@l

Step 14 may be omitted in this case; all other steps in ttilde
IV are unaffected.

Similar modifications must also be made if the influenei-
coefficient method is used.

CALCULATION OF THE AILERON REVERSAL SPEED

The matrix [AR] is iterated in table V(a) to calculate the
critical value of the parameter ~g* and hemw the critical
speed. The calculation has to be performed once for sub-
sonic speeds and, if the airplane is t.o fly at trrmsenic nnd
supersonic speeds, once for supersonic speeds, From these
critical values, from the definition of the parmneters K and z*,
ancl from the Iift -curve sIope the dynamic pressure required
for aderon revel%al ~R may be calculated a[d plot td ~ a
function of Mach number. If the actmd dynmnic prmsurc
for the altitudes of interest is also plotted on the smne chart.,
the lowest intereeciion of the revemal with a true-dynwnic-
pressmre line will gi~e the reve~sal IIach number a ud dymmic
pressure at the altitucle of the tiue<lynanlic-pre~ llro linu.

The matrices [&] calculated for the special CMS men-
tioned in the preceding section do not dl yield the critical
value of the parameter Kq*. When the value of e, is zero Q
the root, the critical value of the parameter Kq*bused OHthe
reference value of el will be ohtainecl. If et is zero at some
other point rdong the span or if e~ is zero along [he entiru
span, critical values of the parameter Kq* will be obt nincd,
In the case where .q is zero along the entire span, iteration
of the matrix [AR] calculated by folIowing the instructions
of the preceding section will yiehl the value of the pnramcter
K~ at re+Mal.”

In some of these specitil cases, ancl possibly in otbcr cmcs
as weII, the iteration procdure may no 1 converge. 111
those cases the lowest value of the pmametws (Kg*)~ or
(K@~is imaginary, so that there is no physical reversal speed
corresponding to this value, and the wing under considera-
tion is likely to be safe against reversal (in the speed range
under coneicleration). If the lowest vrdue of the pmametcr
Kg* has the. sign opposite to that of the wdue of cl, (or the
other value of el used as a reference) or if t.hc critical value of
KZ has @ sign opposite to that of the sweep rmgle A, the
reversal dynamic pressure is negative. In that cosc the
wing also is Iikely to be safe against reverml, since a negat ivc
dynamic pressure cannot be obtained at any red spmd~
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However, if the wing is to operate at dynamic pressures
which correspond to values of Kg* or K~ much Iarger than the
absoIute values of the miticaI values obtained by iteration,
the next higher eigegwlues of the aileron-reverstd matrix
may ha~e to be calculated by a method such as that given
in reference 5, page 143. If the next higher eigenvalue is
real and of appropriate sign, it defies the critical ti.fieron
revefd speed.

Instead of iterating the matrix [Ad to caIcuIate (zg*)E the
determinant. of the matrix [[11–q~il~]]may be expanded
and equated ,to zero, as noted in reference I. The result is
an equation of the t-ype

C=(K@)’+ cm-l(q~x-’+ . . . + ~l(q~+ 1=0

where n is the order of the inatrk-that is, 6 or 10 in the
case of a 6-point or 10-point solution, respectively. SoIutioD
of this equation yiekk n wduea of K@; the 10wW rea.~ value
with the appropriate sign is the one that. defies the critical
reversal speed Instead of actually expading the determi-
nant, however, the coefficients Cl, Cz, . . . Cm can be.
obtained in terms of the traces of the powers of the mash-ix
[A.], the trace of a matrix being the sum of the eIements on
its principal diagonal, and the nth power of the matrix
[.4,] being the matrix obtained by multiplying [A.] by
itself n— 1 times. If S. is the trace of [&j”, then

C,=–s,

Cz=–; (0,s1+s,) “

. . . . .

cn=–;(cn-lsl+cn-#2+...+Gk3..,+s.)

Unless certain types of automatic computing machinery
are available, the iteration procedure is generally preferable
to the procedure based on the expansion of the determinant.

CALCULATION OF COYTF20L POWZR AND MKTE~BILITY

The calculation of the twist distribution for a given
deron deflection maybe carried out ih tabIe V (b), which is
simi!arto tableW (b) of refertmce 1. The matrix [[1]—Kg*[A]]

H
is entered at the left, and the cohmm & is enter-”

ed at the right. This column is premuhi~fied by the
[~] matrix obtained in step 15 or step 15a and is entered in
the second cohn-m at the right, which in turn is rnuhiphed
by —Kq* to yield the ttid cohurm. The simultaneous
equationa with the coefficitmts at the Ieft and the knovms at
the right (the third column) are then sol-red for the unknown
cr. values. If preferred, an iteratiw solution of the type
discussed in reference 1 may be used instead of Crout?s .
method (reference 6) for which table V is set up. A computing
form simdar to that of table WI (c) of reference 1 maybe
used for this purpose.

If the same values of K~* are selected as were used in the
calculation of the aerodynamic Ioading by the method of
reference 1, the [[1]—q*[A]] matrix is aheady available.
If, in addition, Crcmt’s method of soking simultaneous __
equations has been used to soIve \he aimulta.neous equations,
part of the audiary matrix is also a~ailable so that caku-
lation of the a, values for the aiIeron loading requires Ycry
little time. However, the iterative solution does tiot have
this adwmtage. —

In some of the special cases discussed in the preceding
sections, care must be taken to use the proper parameters in
conjunction tith the matrices calculated for these specird
cases. In the case where el. is zero, the wdues of Kq* must.
be based on the reference -rake of e, selected in cakula~m
the matrix; in the ease where el is zero along the entire span,
the parameter K~ must be used instead of Kg* in tab~e V (b).

The reault~~ a, values maybe added algebraimIIy to the

H‘du&‘f C:ae~J multiplied by ~ and 11Easindicated inc-r

steps 4, 5, and 6 of t abIe V(b), and plotted over the span

Hto yield the net aerodynamic load distribution .*
=. $f=

which pertains h a unit mike of a~fi on the ffexibIe wing.
The rohg-moment coefficient due to this fore@ loading _
(over both wings) may be obtained from a dimensionkss “..
form of equation (13) .

This coef6cient, which is a direct measure of the rolling
power, is seen to be dependent. only on q/gD (except for the

factor” CL
)

&ce L?_ ‘%7”——— and (Kq*) D is constant for a
=e qD (Kg*)D . .-

given speed range.
The rolhng maneu~erability depends not only on the

rolling power but also on the damping in rolI. The rate of
roil per unit aiIeron deflection (measured in a phme parallel
to the plane of symmetry) is gken by

(20)

where CMis the fo~o coefficient calculated from equation
-(19) (if the contributions of the preesures on the fuseIage are __
neglected) and C% is the dampirg coefficient calculated from

{1
equation (19) with a. column of values of -* calculated

=*

by the method of reference 1 for a case where ~=fi- If

modified strip theory is used, the desired column is

{%}=:l:lw+w :

vi-here cc, is the structural deformation msociated with the
given values of a..
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

The method described in the preceding sections has been
used to analyze the Meml maneuverability of the wing con-
sidered in the illustrative example of refmwme 1, The re-
quired additional parameters of this wing are pres.entad in
table VI (a), which follows the form of table IV (a). Modi-

{1
fied strip thwwy has been used for calculating ~~— . The

at a

equivalent value of 8 at the station ——
b;2–0”4 ~ Obtiilled

from iigure 3 for the given values of f~ and $& The

auxiliary aerqehwtic matrix for the subsonic case has been
calculated by following thfi form of. table IV(b); the re-
sulting matrix is shown in table VI (b).

The aileron-reversal matrix for the subsonic case is calcu-
lated by means of the form of table IV (c). Several of th~
steps, as well as the result, are shown in table VI (c) for the
subsonic case. In these calculations the contribution of the
matrix [1’1] to the matri.. [11’OJhas beeu neglected, so that
the matrix [11’IJ has been used instead of the matrix [Woj)
a procedure which is not recommended in general. Iteration
of tbe aileron-reversal matrix (by means of the form of table
V(a) or otherwise) yields a value of (Kq*).=2.364. A
simihr.r calculation for supc~sonic speeds yields a value- of
(Kg*)R=0.1280.From these two values and the defition
of the parameters K and q* the dynamic pressure required for
reversal has been calculated and is plotted against Mach
number in figure 4. Mao shown in figure 4 for eompariaon
are the dynamic presmres required for divergence as well as
the actual dynamic pressures at sea level and at an altitude
of 25,000 feet. Where the dynamic pressure required for
reversal is 1sss than the actual dynamic pressure, the aileron
control is reversed. For the example wing, revwml is likely
to occur at a Mach number of approximately 1.3 at sea le~el.

The nerod~amic loading due to aileron deflecticm has
been calculated by means of the form of table V(b). For the
subsonic case. and for Kq* =0.552 the [[1]—KQ*[A]] matris is
that shown in table X(b) of reference 1. The three columns
to be entered at the right of table V(b), as welI as the four
columns obtained at the bottom of table V(b), are as follows:
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The & distribution due to aiIeron deflcctio[l

HCJ
obtainea- by using the modified strip-theory values of ~-. a, $
is “plotted in figure 5. For the flesitde wing the lift ~li&i~tl-
tions due to the calculated twist distribufiomj such M thr
one shown in the next to the last column of the for(’going
tabulation, must be added algebraically to the lift dktribu- _
tion due to aileron deflection. This addi t ion is best pr-
eformed by first plotting the lift distributions due to twisL

-.
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REE=I-
FUiIJ’EE5.—k8dJng ofexampk wingwith aflemndetketed.

separately ~d then adding them point for point to the M
distribution due to aileron deflection. T.& net distributions
obtained in this manner for severaI cases are shown in figure

5. Thedistributionforcase5 (supeisonicspeeds, $=– 1.00)
-—

indicates that the wing is operating at a speed above
its revered speed; from the given vahws of &D and ~*R the

dynamic pressure for the case of ~= —1.00 can be seen to

exceed b~ 15.4 percent. the dyn&c pressure required for
aiIeron re-reraal.

The rolling-moment coefficient is obtained born equation
(19) or by adding the monients corresponding to the aileron-
distribution curve and the twist curve algebraically. (As
stated previously, the contribution of [1’1] to [11’0] has
been neglec.ted in these caIcuMiona.) The ratio of the
flesible-wing rolling-moment coefficient- obtained in this
manner to the corresponding rigid-wing roiling-moment
coefficient is plotted in figure 6“(a) against the ratio ‘~gD;
for the rigid wing the vahe of Cl, at subsonic speeds is

(c,J==o.070cL=e

and nt supersonic speeds is

@,)rW=0.026C’~==

The lateral maneuverability is calculated by means of equn-
t ion (20) with the damping coefficients calculated in reference

~SWEP’T FLEXIBLE WIXGS OF AEBI’ITKAKY
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1 and is also plotted in figure 6 (a) as a fraction of the rigid-
wing value, which at subsonic speeds is

()Pb =0.634
m ,.

and at supersonic speeds is

.-

Both the maneuverability and the control power become

zero at a value of ~= —0.87, ~hich is the ratio of the re- . .

versd to the dive~gence dynamic pressure at supersonic
speeds, as ia shown in @ure 4.

Since the ratio gfq~ has been detetined as a function of _
aItitude and Mach number in figure 4, the parameters of
figure 6 (a) can be plotted as functions of altitude and Mach
number, as has been done iu fi=- 6 (b). The maneu~erabil- ..-
ity and, t-c ~ lesser extent, the control power are relatiwIy low
at. supersonic speeds, partictiarly at Iow altitudes. Since at
~gh SpH& even a Smd due of pb/2 V impIies a fairly huge ,.J_
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value of the rate of roll p, this situation is not necessarily
alarming. The wing in question should have adequate
control at all speeds for altitudes greater than about 20,000
feet.

DISCUSSION

The method of this report is based in eesence on a numer-
ical integration by means of matrices of the dfierentia.1
equations of structural equilibrium. The actual stiffness
distributions, root rotations, and the lift and pitohing-
mornent distributions of the undeformed wing can be taken
into account as accurately m they are known. The commonly
made simplification of treating the wing as an aggregate of
constant-chord segments with all flexibility concentrated at
the ends and all forces at the midpoint of the segments
is not resor,t~d to in this report. No time-consuming
graphical integrations nor trial and error procedures are
used. Tlm aileron reversal speed is calculated by means of
an iteration, but each cycIe of this iteration consiste of a
singIe matri.. mult,iplication so that tho entice procedure&
straightforward in application, and usually the results
converge rapidly. If preferred, the iteration procedure can
be replaced by an expansion of the determinant of the
matrix [[1]—Kq*[&J], as outLined in t,h@ report.

The purpose of this section is to discuss the assumptions
and limitations of the method of this report and to indicate
the effect of certain design variables on the aileron reversal
speed by rneaus of the results of a few calculations for the
example wing &nd some others related ta it.

“ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

The discussion of the aerodynamic and structural assump-
tions in reference 1is also pertinent to the analysis of this
report. This discussion may be summarized as foLIows: All
angles of abtack, structural deformations, and control
deflections must be sw%cienfly small to give rise only tQ

linear aerodynamic and structural forces. When structural
influence coefficients are used, no further assumptions are
necessary concerning the structural deformations; when the
stiffness curves are used, elementary beam theory as cor-
rected by root rotations must be applicable. If elementary
beam theory is inapplicable—that is, if shear deformations,
shear lag, and bending-torsion interaction cannot be neg-
lected—a more refined method than elementary beam theory,
such as the method of referenca 4, can be used to c.alcuhte
structural influence coefficients whid..can be used in the
method of the present report.. When suitable aerodynamic
influence coefficients are available, no further assumptions
need be made concerning the aerodynamic forms; if no such
coefficients are available, the assumption must be made that
modified strip theory is sufficiently accurate tQ calculate the
aeroelastic effcc)ts of interest.

In the present report additional aerodynamic a&unptions
must be made, primarily, because although accurate aero-
dynamic information can be used in the method of this report
such information is not avaiIable in many instances. For
instance, no suitable aerodynamic influence coefficients are
available as yet for ant isymrnet.ric lift distributions so that
modified strip theoly has to be used for t.hc lift due to

structured deformation. For the lift due to nileron Mlect ion,

()
which is used in the form of the coefficients —

::=, ~
‘ the best

available information should be used; for unswept wings of
moderate or high aspect ratio the method of refercnre 2 gives
accurate results, and for suwpt wings or wings of low aspect
ratio tl~...method of reference 3, with certain modifications
explained in reference 6, may be used to calculato thc desired
coeffic.iants. However, information concerning thc ptirmn-
eters aa and Cpdfor wings of finito span is vmy meager; (he
suggest ed means of estimating them givo rcsuIts which must __
be use~%ith some caution. If experimental results arc
available for these parameters, they can, of course, be used in
this method.

lfodified strip theory should not in general bc ~lscd to

()
calculate the coefficients —

c;
~as was dono in the illtls Lra-

% 6
tiye example. If it is desired to use this approximatio~~, tho
eqtivalmt 6 values of figure 3 may be used to obtain a

suit,able fairirtg of the Iift-distribution curve at the aikvon
ends. However, these equivalent values are premised on the
use of the [1’] and [11’] matricm-and should not be ernploycd
for any other purpose than that indicated herein.

Two additional structural tmsumptions are rdao made il~-
this report. In the first place, the angle 6 Lwtwwn the wing
and the aileron is assumed to be constant along tlw span.
This assumption appears to have been mdc in ahnost all of
the published investigations into the problem of lateral-
control reversaI and appears to have yicided satisftictory
results; the shorter the aileron rind the greater the numlwr
of points at which the a.ileron is supported and at which its
hinge moment is taken out, the more nearly true is the
assumption. Also, the control linlmgc is msumcd to be.
stiff so fiat the aileron angle for a given stick displrwenwnt
is independent of the dynamic pressure. Howtver, in ordm
to account. for the control-linkage deflection, it is ncccsmry
only to calcuIat e the ratio of the true aileron angle at a given
dynamic pressure to that at zero dynamic pressure for thc
same stick position. The calculated control nlomcnL and
maneuverability must then be reduced by this ftictor to get
values Of these quantities for a given stick dispiaccnwnt.
Since deformations of the control Iinlmgc only affect the
aileron effectiveness, they have no bwming on the reversal
speecl. On the other hand, these defornmtiona may lead to
aileron divergence for wings with heavily ovcrbahmccd
ailerons. This pr@lem, as well as the prolhn of \Ving-
aileron divergence, has not been conaidercd in the pmscnt
analysis.

The fuselage and tail do not coutributc any a pprccial.de
amounts to either the control or th dumping mornrnt so
that their effects may ordinarily be neglmted for the purpose
of lateral-control calculations. @ilarly, the M.cct of wing
camber does not enter into the problem, bemuse the only
important. effect of camber is to givo the ffexilde wing a sym-
metrical Iift. distribution if it is set at tho i-mglc of a(tnck
which would give zero lift for the rigid wing; this symrnctriml
Iift distribution has no effect on the Ia@al-ccmtrol problem.
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As in reference 1, the effects of the inertia loading on the
aerodynamic Ioading have not- been considered e@icitI” in
the analysis of this report. .& pointed out h reference 1,
however, the structural deformations due to t-he inertia load-
ing may be calculated con-renientIy by means of the integrat-
ing matrices and then be considered as part of the geometicd
angles of attack. This procedure may be applied in the
case of a roIIing ~ to determine the change in rolling
moment for a unit. rolhg acceleration at my given 31ach
number and dynamic pressure. This rolIing moment must
be taken into account in estimating the roiling accelerations
due to a given forcing moment at any time before the steady-
roll condition is reached.

.4t trimsonic speeds there is considerable uncertainty
in the aerodymnnic parameters. The control power is
directIy proportional to the Tab of the parameter

dc,
C1&=mj w’hich may be quite Iov in the transonic region

due to the fact that the aileron is located in a region of sepa-
rated flow. The method of this report is applicable to this
csse if the due of CZJis known for the rigid viing and if the

aerodynamic forces due to aileron deflection and due to
twist can be superimposed linesdy. If, for insttmce, the
decrease in this parameter due to flow separation is 40 per-
cent at. a given Mach number and if the IOESin control power
due tm wing ffesibility amounts to 20 percent, then the total
loss is 52 percent. Hoviever, t-he loss in ma.neuwrabiJity
due to the decrease in CZJmay be much lW than the loss in

control power, since a deorease in Cr$is usually accompanied

by a decrease in cl= ad C~=6 and hence in the coefic.ient of

damping in roil.
Should the value of the parameter Cradecrease to zero or

reverse, aiIeron reversal VW occur. This type of reversal is
tiltogether different from the type of reversal discussed in
this report since it is due entire~y to aerodynamic action,
where= the reversal of concern in this report is due to aero-
elastic action. Both types of revermd are Iargely independent
of each other; aerod~a.mic reversal is likeIy to occur at a
given Mach number regardless of the stifluem of the wing,
whereas aeroelastic reversal will occur ordinarily at a
dillerent speed which is unaffected by the ~erodynamic
effactiveness.

EFFECTS OF SOME DESIGN VtiIABLIM ON THZ AILBEOh” REVERSAL
SFEED

Some general effects of sweep md of the moment arms e~
and ey on the aeroelastic reversal speed may be of interest.
The ratio of the reversal parameter (K@)~ of a given wing
to that of the unswept wing obtained b-j- rotating the given
wing (Kq*)~ is shown in figure 7 (a) plotted against a func-

tion of the sweep angle for subsonic. and supersonic speeda;
the two curves viere obtained by considering the wing of the
ihtrative example to be rotated in such a nunner m to

keep the parameters
el,cr cos2A *nd (El),

b’fz —(QJL
a9 vveII as the

,-
chord, stiffness, and moment-mm d&ributions el and e2
constant.

t.
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FIGCBE7.—Eflecbofsweepand moraent+.rrarstb on mmcsslSKW&

Both svreepback and svreepforward apparent~y t+nd -to
decrease the reversal parameter and hence the reversal speed.
At supersonic speeds or, more specifically, at eznall values of

ezrcr coszA

d–

L
(E~’ the revered speed for thethe parameter

b’[2i (GJ3,
smeptforward wing- is som&kt Iovrer than that, of the
s-weptbacli wing; vihereas a.t higher mdues of the parameter
the mria.tion of the reversil speed with the sweep parameter -

t~ . ~~ is more nearly symmetrical -with respect to
r

the zero-skeep case. There are some indications that t-his be-
havior is not typicaI of aU viings but rather is due to the fairly -‘
large variation of the -w&es of e,, ez, and c o-rer the spm
of the emrnple wing. In general It appeam that, for small— — --

dues of the moment-mm parameter r
w, COS2~ (EI),

b’12 > ~r’
the variation of the reversal speed with the meep para&cter

r
‘G~r should be nearly s-ymmetricd and that, for

‘m A @I)r
large dues of the moment-arm parmneter, the reversal
speed shotid tend to be lower for sweptbaek wingg th~ for “-”-—.
srrep tforward wings.

The -m.riation of the reversal speed of an unmvep t w-mg
with the moment-arm ratio is shown in fiagure 7 (b) for wings ‘.
which have the same distributions of the parameters eI/el,

and e~f~, along the span but have diflerent values of e,, and
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ej ~. The parameter (~g*)% is plot ted against the ratio -&J

w-here the value of e is selected at the midailemn station.
It is seen that the plot is linear for both the subsonic and
supemonic case. The difference in these cases is due .to
the different variations of el and ez along the span; if the
variations were the same or if el and e~were constant along
the span, the two lines of figure 7 (b) would coincide. Since

1 find
Lhe reversal parameter (~g*)% is proportional to —l+e
since the reversal dynamic pressure is directly proportional
to the reversal parameter and inversely proportional to the
vaIue el, (by definition of the parameter Hg*), iL foI1ows

that the revered dynamic pressure is approximately propor-
1

tional to the ratio —. From figure 1 it is seen that
el+ea .

the sum of el and e~ represents the distance from the ae~;o-
dynamic center to the center of pressure of the lift due to
aileron deflection and is independent of the location of the
elastic ti, ThiE fact corroborates the commonly made
observation that the reversal speed is independent of the
location of the. elastic axis in the case of unswept wings.

The control power and maneuverability y cannot be relat ecl
to the structural and geometric parameters in as reIat ively
simple a manner as the reversal speed. The control power
is a function of both the ratio qkz~ and the ratio @lgD; it

normally decreases with q/qj?, the rate of decrease beigg
slow at first and then more rapid for positive values of
q~/g~ (which ~o~d ge~er~ly be obtained for ~swept MM]
sweptfomvard wings) and being rapid at first and then slower
for negative yak% of ,@?/~D (whic& ?vould. genera~y be
obtained for sweptback wings). The variation of the
maneuverabtiity should generally be similar to that of
the control power since the damping coefficient decreases
(or in the case of unswept and sweptforward wings increases)
steadly with q/gD and is independent of gRj@

From the calctiations for the example wings it appeak
that the control power and maneuverability of sweptback
wings tend to Lbe relatively low, part,icnkdy at supersonic
speeds. A combination of high sweep and large moment
arm ez may lead to an undesirably low maneuverability y.
Of course, any increase in the pureIy aerodynamic. effec-
tiveness a; of the aileron-airfoil combination results in a
proportional increase in the lateml-c.ontrol effectiveness.
At supersonic speeds m is proportional to the aileron-chord
ratio CJC1 so that an increased aileron chord results in
greater maneuverability; at subsonic speeds an increase
in the aileron chord is less .effect,ive. Another obvious
means of raising the reversaJ speed and of increasing the
control power is to increase either the torsional stiffness
or the bending stiffness of the structure. In somo cases,
however, the increase of the reversal parameter (K~*)E due

d
(~r (Seefig.7 (a))to a change in the parameter tan A (El’),

produced by a decrease in the torsional stifhmss (GJ), may

be so rapid as to cause a net increase in th{: rewvwd speed,
If the sweep, the moment arm t~, the stiffncssj and tho

aiIeron effectiveness cannot be changwl suflicimtly to
increase the maneuverability, it may be necessary to resort
to unconventional control devices, Lemling-cdgo ailerons,
for instance, have negative vtilues of the monwnt mm ez,
so thftt wings equipped with them t entl to reverse at. very

high speeds, if at all. This type of configurrttion IMS t ho
additiond advantage of relatively high ef~uctivcn~~s a(
transonic speeds. The effcctiver.ms of Ieading-edge ailerons
at. subsonic speeds is so low, however, that they would Imvc
to be used in conjunction with trailing-edge aihvous to
assure satisfactory lateral control at low subsonic spwds;
furthermore, they pose some other aerodynamic M WC1las
structural and mechanical problems. Similarly, from aJ~

aemelastic point of view spoilem appear at.t rftrt ivc Ixwauw
they tend to have small or negtitive values of es, M thry
also pose certain design problems. Conscquen tly, ho Lh
these devices require careful considerate ion before they are
used to rdleviate aeroelastic difficulties in any specific cmc.

.- CONCLUDING REMARKS

.$ method has been presented for calculating tho effective-
ness and the speed of reversal of Iatwal control as well m of
the ae~odynamic loading and the rolling moment produced
by aileron deflection on swept ffe-tilde wings of a rhitrnry
stiffness.

It has been shown that the aileron reversal speed dwmmscs
with both sweptback and swept forward wings and thtit thr
effect ivenesa of convent iond aileron configura t ions on swept-
buck wings at supersonic speeds tends to be rclativdy low.
The control. effecti\7eness and the resulting rnaneuverahility
of the airplano may be increased by varying some of t lW
design pwameters such as the structural stiffness and, if
necesalj, re90rting to unconventiomd control dcviccs, such
m leading-edge ailerons or spoilers.

LANGLEY AEEtONAUTiCAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., zlpri.f6, 1961.
.
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TABLE I.—VALUES OF TEE IXTEGRATIXG MATRKES [q XX-D [1’]
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TABLE H.-VALUES OF THE INTEGRATING “MATRICES [11] AND [11’]
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TABLE 111.—VALUES OF THE INTEGRATING MATRIX [1]8
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TABLE IV.-FORM FOR COMPUT.4TIOX OF AUXILIARY AEROELASTIC A22D AIZERON-RJWERSAL ~lATRIWS ._

(a) PAR4MmBRS PBETIXENT TO LATEBAbCo.xmoL CALCrLATIOXS
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TABLE V.—FORlf FOR SOLVTIOX. OF .4E!ROELAST1C E~lJ.4T10N FOR 1.ATERAL CONTROL
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TABLE VL-COMPUTATION OF .4LXILIARY AEROELASTIC AXD AILEROX-RIZTERSAL MATRICES FOR THE EXAMPLE
‘i’CIXG AT SLTBSOXIC’ SPEEDS
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